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A StoryWalk® is a fun, educational activity that places a children’s story along a popular walking route in 
the community. Conceived as a way to inspire parents, teachers, and carers to take young children out 
of doors for physical activity and to learn, StoryWalk® helps build children’s interest in reading while 
encouraging healthy activity for both adults and children.  The initiative has been a successful joint 
venture been Wroughton Community Asset Trust (WCAT) who run the library and Wroughton Parish 
Council.   
 
The StoryWalk® concept was created by Anne Ferguson of Montpelier Vermont and developed in 
collaboration with the Vermont Bicycle & Pedestrian Coalition and the Kellogg Hubbard Library USA.  As 
long as the originators are credited and original copies of the book which have been laminated are used 
there are no copyright issues.  Other local StoryWalks have taken place in Old Town Gardens and more 
recently in Wanborough.  
 
Wroughton Parish Council, in conjuction with Wroughton Community Library launched their first 
StoryWalk®  in December 2020 featuring a well loved Christmas classic book ‘The Night Before Christmas 
by Clement Clarke Moore with illustrations by Richard Johnson.’  Wooden display plinths were made and 
installed by the WPC Grounds Team with materials funded by WCAT who also provided the laminated 
story pages with questions.  The events have been promoted as a joint community initiative between 
Wroughton Parish Council and Wroughton Community Library.   
 
Cllr Nathaneal Hooper with Paula Daws from Wroughton Library gave an interview to Swindon 
Community Radio in December 2020 to promote the event and two pupils from Wroughton Primary 
Federation cut the ribbon on launch day.  It was a very well received initiative, especially during the 
lockdown restrictions, giving local families an opportunity to visit Willow-Brook Gardens and share the 
festive story trail together.   
 
Another StoryWalk® was installed for the Easter holidays with ‘The Dandelion Seed by Joseph Anthony 
and illustrated by Cris Arbo’ as the text, again with great feedback from members of the public. The 
event was launched by Andrew Wilson, Executive Headteacher of Wroughton Primary Federation with 
triplets who are pupils at the school.  
 
Wroughton Community Asset Trust have contacted WPC with a request letter at Appendix A to install 
another StoryWalk® in Willowbrook Gardens during the summer holidays this year.  This will coincide 
with the library opening again after a lengthy period of lockdown and being unable to open for public 
access due to the NHS Asymptomatic Testing Site being based at the Ellendune Community Centre.  
Wroughton Community Library would like to use the summer StoryWalk® to promote their re-opening 
as well as the children’s Summer Reading Challenge initiative.  To enable this WPC Grounds Team would 
need to make two new storyboard plinths will to replace one which was damaged and another stolen.   
 
It is likely that a request to install another StoryWalk® will come later in the year to enable another 
jointly promoted Christmas event. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
StoryWalk® Launch Events with pupils from Wroughton Primary Federation 
 
 

 
 
 
Recommendations 
 

1. WPC agree to the Wroughton Community Asset Trust request at Appendix A for StoryWalk to be 
installed by WPC Grounds Team in Willow-Brook Gardens during August to promote the library 
reopening and link in with the Summer Reading Challenge. 

2. The ongoing StoryWalk joint initiative between Wroughton Community Asset Trust is endorsed 
by and reports into the Open Spaces Committee. All events will continue to be promoted as a 
joint initiative. 

3. WPC authorise the Community Projects Officer to act as central coordination point for the 
StoryWalk joint initiative under the supervision of the Clerk 

4. WPC note that there is a workload impact for WPC Grounds Team in installing and removing the 
plinths and also for making repairs/replacement plinths 

5. Wroughton Community Asset Trust are to purchase, provide, prepare and laminate the chosen 
story book for the project and pay for any materials to construct and/or repair the display 
plinths 
 

 
  
  



Appendix A 
 
From: Wroughton Librarian <wroughtonlibrary@outlook.com>  
Sent: 17 May 2021 13:55 
To: Emma Freemantle <clerk@wroughton.gov.uk> 
Subject: StoryWalk joint initiative 
 

Good afternoon Emma,                                                                                   
  
On behalf of WCAT, I would like to comment on how pleased we have been to deliver the 
recent StoryWalk® initiative jointly with WPC. We had good feedback from the community and 
with the benefits of promoting reading stories and exercising outdoors, this has been 
particularly timely during the recent months. 
  
We would like to thank the WPC Grounds Team for installing and removing the plinths and the 
ongoing repairs that were needed.  
  
We would very much like to repeat this successful initiative with a summer StoryWalk® in the 
last two weeks of August 2021 and we would like to request that it is displayed in Willow-Brook 
Gardens again. The Library is planning to be open soon after a long period of closure due to 
Covid restrictions and the Ellendune Community Centre being used as a Testing Centre. We 
plan to link the StoryWalk® with Swindon Libraries ‘Summer Reading Challenge’ and it would be 
good to promote the Library and reading, particularly for children over the long summer break 
by having the StoryWalk® next to the Library. The Willow-Brook Gardens area is used regularly 
by the community as a cut through and we feel we will have a visual presence there for people 
to wander through and enjoy the StoryWalk®. 
It will be good to advertise the walk to people who use the Library and having it just next to the 
Ellendune Centre building will create a good link.  
  
We would like to ask the WPC Grounds Team to make two replacement plinths before the next 
proposed StoryWalk® in August as some of the boards need repairing, WCAT would meet all 
costs to enable this to happen. Also we would be grateful if as before, the Grounds Team could 
install the plinths on a suitable date before the middle of August and remove them after a 
couple of weeks. 
  
Kind regards, 
Paula Daws 

Library and Information Assistant. 
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